THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE IS A RETRANSMITTAL FROM CDR AVSCOM STL, MO
//DSAV-FEB// DTG 121335 FEB 76, NOTE CLN THIS MESSAGE HAS NOT, REPEAT, HAS NOT
BEEN TRANSMITTED TO
UNITS SUBORDINATE TO ADDRESSEES; ADDRESSEES ARE RESPONSIBLE
FOR DISSEMINATION OF MESSAGE TO ALL SUBORDINATE UNITS,
ACTIVITIES, ELEMENTS, OR FOREIGN USERS AFFECTED OR CONCERNED,
RETRANSMITTAL SHALL REFERENCE THIS MESSAGE.

SUBJ CLN MAINTENANCE ADVISORY MESSAGE ON COATING COMPOUND (GEN 76-77)
A, AVSCOM MSG 141952Z JAN 76 (GEN 76-1)
B, USAGMPA MSG 231730Z JAN 76, SUBJECT AS ABOVE;
C, ACCORDING TO GSA, REFERENCED COATING COMPOUND (MIL-C-6794)
HAS BEEN RETESTED AND IS NOT; REPEAT NOT; DEFECTIVE, MATERIAL;

PAGE TWO RULNEA@895 UNCLAS
SHOULD BE RE-ENTERED INTO SUPPLY SYSTEM;
2, THEREFORE, AVSCOM MSG 141952Z JAN 76 (GEN 76-1) IS RESCinded;
3, POINT OF CONTACT CLN MR. JOHN O. TRESSLER, DIR ORDER PROCESSING
& CONTROL BRANCH, GSA, FSS, PPC, WASH DC; IN REPLY, REFER TO
FF001 AD 703-557-1767.